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Retrospective CHP 'Chi ha paura...? - Who's afraid'
at Vicenzaoro, Vicenza, Italy
As part of Italy's leading gold and jewellery fair 'Vicenzaoro', running
from 21 till 25 May 2011 at the city of Vicenza, an unprecedented
retrospective of the CHP collection will be on show. To fit the occasion
three naval containers located at Vicenza's central city square will be
turned into a special exhibition space presenting the entire CHP
collection. Curated by architect and design critic Alba Capellieri, the
exhibition will also feature all prototypes ever made for CHP and the
complete Body Stories project. Moreover, as part of the exhibition, a
pop-up shop sells the CHP collection and Electa will publish the
accompanying catalogue (photo). The presentation is on display from 21
May untill 21 June. For more information email

to rita.gardin@vicenzafiera.it
read the accompanying text by Alba Capellieri >>

Yii 'Street Life - The real spirit of Taiwan'
After having been warmly welcomed by audience and press alike
at last year's Salone, Yii launched another greatly successful
collection showing the synergy between Taiwanese craft and
design. Where last year the collection was an exploration of
possible synergies, this year's cooperation between craftsmen
and designers resulted in a series of fully engineered products.
read the review at Domus web >>

The Milan Breakfasts
Premsela and the Design Academy Eindhoven (DAE) discussed
burning issues in design at The Milan Breakfasts on 14, 15 and
16 April, during the Salone Internazionale del Mobile. The public
was welcomed with free coffee, croissants and quality
conversations on design at Studio Zeta Milano in Milan. Photos,
videos and podcasts from the breakfasts can be found here
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